America by Air
How the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum is using the latest
scholarship and exhibit techniques to interpret the history of technology and
business.

New exhibit features the
oldest and newest
technologies to tell the
story of U.S. air transport
at the Smithsonian’s
National Air and Space
Museum

America by Air: A New Exhibit on the History of the U.S. Airline Industry
When the National Air and Space Museum (NASM) opened in 1976 it had 22 galleries open to the
public. One of these galleries, the Hall of Air Transportation featured objects from the airline industry
and its technology including a Ford 5-AT Tri-Motor, Boeing 247-D, and a Douglas DC-3. Because of
budget limitations and the pressure to open on time, very little of the story of the American airline
history was actually mentioned, much less interpreted through an historian’s eye.
In 1997, NASM recongized the galleries shortcomings and began work to create and new scholarly,
interpretive exhibit. By this time the museum had matured and was now open to new exhibits featuring
complex interpretations of artifacts and events. A decade later, the result was the new America by Air
gallery which tells the complex story of the U.S. airline industry in an engaging manner through
innovative design and interactives yet rests on a solid intellectual foundation.
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